
 Guide To Social Media Networks!

Thanks to the ever growing world of the internet, it has never been easier to 
connect with friends, old and new. It has never been easier to share anything at 
all, with hundreds of people clear across the world, with a click of one little 
button!

Believe it or not, it can be very easy to gain followers in ANY social network, 
with a few simple & ethical steps! :)  
In this guide I will give you lots of great tips, to show you how to effectively use 
social networks and get the followers you need, FAST! :)

You will get some great tips on how to get Targeted followers fast, for five of 
the top social networks. Yes, the information you will get, will give you the 
fastest, most effective head start over your competition. 

You will hit the ground running and never look back, at those suckers still trying 
to figure out if they are going to go left or right! You will be running to the front 
of the pack, full speed.  People will notice this and YOU, they will quickly change 
direction and follow you! :) 

1) Organization, Preparation & Dedication
It is Very Important to create folders in your favorites bar, as well as easy 
access folders on your desktop. These will be for your articles or websites  
and the different social networks you will be joining along the way.

***It is CRUTIAL that you do this from the very beginning as it is easy to get
lost in the junk mail shuffle. This step will be the difference between earning to

your potential each month and making very little for your efforts***

It will make it much easier for you to find the exact site or program you are 
looking for, right when you need it!! 
If you are not organized from the start you will quit before you ever get started!! 
KNOW THIS!

A) Organizing Your Browser Folders & Favorites.
Create a favorites bar in your browser. 

 Create New Folders!
1)Articles
2)Social Networks
3)My Websites & Blogs
4)Classifieds & Mailers



*** From now on every time you submit a recipe, you are going to bookmark it
in one of your new folders. If You find a program and it does not fit into any of

your folders, create a new one or sub folder for it! ***

B)Create Desktop Folders:
For Products & E-book You Download!
E-books
Soft wares
Banners & Promo Photos
Articles: Sub Folders: Articles, Ads, Lists etc.

Keep your market or niche in mind, when creating these sub folders for your 
articles. You can make them as basic or as complex as you want! Just do 
something that makes sense to you and will keep you organized.

Something I do is store all of my unpublished articles in one folder and when it 
has been published on My Recipe Magic, I put them into their proper sub folder. 
This way I know what is live and what is not! I also do this when it comes to 
recipe photos. I do my best to keep them just as organized as my articles!

C)Create Your Online Identity!!
Separating Your Personal Life From Business Life. 
**VERY IMPORTANT**
Many of us want to keep our private lives private, Especially when it 
comes to the giant universe of the internet. As we should! 
Realistically, it is a very wise decision to have 2 separate accounts 
when it comes to social media networks! 

One for your personal friends and family, and a second for your online 
business network! This keeps your content in front of people who you know are
interested in seeing it! A lot of the time our friends in family do not understand 
the world of making money online, and will automatically dismiss anything they 
see about it, thinking it's spam or just annoying! 

*** We are not trying to lose friends, 
We are trying to make new ones! ***



If you know there are a few people in your personal account, who would be 
interested in seeing the articles you post daily. Let them know you are going to 
send them a friend request from your business account! This way they will be 
included in your great business posts!! 

Also if you have something you think many people in your personal account may
be interested in, you can always just share from your business account onto your
main account page!! Easy Peasy!! 

With My Business Account I Use My Middle Name, Which Is Also My Pen 
Name! You can use your real name in your business account as well, if you like. 

Just pick something, stick with it and hit the Social
Networks.

Create New Accounts For:
Facebook
Twitter
Pinterest
Instagram
Gmail & Google+
And any other networks you would like to join. That is totally up to you. 
** Try to keep your username and password combo the same for each

of your networks, Create Your Own Theme. Just to make your life
easier.**

Hit The Ground Running, 
Become The Leader Of The Pack!!

The world of social media can seem to be a “clicky” place, at first site. And well it 
kind of is, but it is not as hard as you may think to become someone people like, 
and have them looking forward to your next post!

I recently joined a new social network. I did not know a soul there when I 
started. After only one month of being a member, I now have a BRAND NEW 
NETWORK of over 1700 people. People who are targeted, interested, and more 
importantly ACTIVE! “Sing it with me now; Money, Money, Money......... 
MONEY!”

** FACT, The more targeted your network is, 
the more active they will be with you and your posts!**



See Where I'm Going With This??
The more targeted your followers, the more clicks you will get to your articles or 
websites. The more money you will earn. The more True, Targeted visitors you 
will have landing on your own site, viewing your content and clicking on your 
adsense or other paid advertising you may have.

I'm going to let you know my little Networking List Building, Goldmine!! You 
read it EVERY where. "The Money Is In The List"  trying to sell you their "great 
list building systems." Having you pay here and there for emails, followers and 
info!! 

HERE IS THE GOLD MINE BABY!! (STAY WITH ME)
You NEVER EVER, EVER, EVER, Have to pay for a single lead ever again!

NOPE, Never!

***EVERY SINGLE Person you have in you social media groups & network are 
100% FREE LEADS! EVERY MEMBER Of Every Group you are a member of
on Google+, Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest Instagram!!  These are 100% FREE 
Targeted Leads! And 50 targeted leads are better that 500 blind hits any day 
of the week!*** 

Ok Take A Quick Minute To let that sink in. SERIOUSLY!! Pick any group on 
Google+ Or Facebook That you are a member of. How many members are 
there?? 500, 10,000, 50,000?? Doesn't matter if there are only 50 members! 
This is where you will start! 
THIS IS YOUR LIST!!! 100% FREE. 100% at your finger tips any time you 
need it! 

How Do You Get Them To Click Your Articles? 
This Is Simple! I am going to GIVE you a couple of great tips to turn every 
person you know into a potential lead in your My Recipe Magic money making 
plan! 

In less time than it will take you to find a great place to get paid traffic and set up
your ads. Yes, I will show you how to quickly increase your social network by 
300-500 followers a day! 
This can all be done with out:
Buying Traffic
Buying Leads
Following Endless People In Hopes For Follow Backs
Posting 20 Times A Day, or Hours A Day. 
You can easily reach the people you want, when you want with a little practice 
and post perfection!



There are a couple of things that are relevant to all social
networks, whichever one you chose! 

A Great Username: Pick something that describes you, and will complement 
your articles at the same time.
Complete User Profiles: Be sure to fill out EVERY single thing that you can 
in you social profiles. It's very important not to leave this information blank, as 
this is the place where your followers will get to know you. Links to other social 
media profiles. Your blog or website links. Pictures, interests etc. The more they 
know, the more interested they are, and the more followers you will get. Believe 
it or not! Many people do not really understand the power of a Great Profile! 
*** I assure you it is the difference between getting a view & getting a

new follower ***

Beautiful Eye Catching Photos: It is Important for you to include Great 
cover photos on your profile pages. Don't be afraid to post real pictures of 
yourself and your articles. Remember the more you include here, the more 
honest, open, and trust worthy light, they see you in.   

*** Follow others who post about the things that interest you. Yes, it is very
important for you to start following others, in the beginning! Many will often

return the favor and follow you back, quickly! ***

Keyword Research:
This is a very important step to pull away from the pack!! Head on over to 
Google Keyword Planner find out what keywords are most popular, in the recipe 
world. Keep a spreadsheet if you like, to help you keep your articles and 
keywords organized! 

At the very least, have a handy notepad to write down your top picks, and most 
popular search terms. 

Keep these keywords handy and in mind when you are creating recipe titles, 
using hash tags and when creating your social media posts!



Hash Tags
Use them, Love them, Have fun with them!
(They Are Your New VERY BEST Friends!)

Hash tags are your glue with social media. Take those keywords and turn them 
into your hash tags. Use hash tags every single time you post ANYWHERE. 
Don't be afraid to switch them up a bit to keep it interesting. Plus this will help 
you target different audiences, with the same articles.  

Post Useful Content!
Only post content that is useful, don't post junk. A simple little rule to follow 
ALWAYS! Is do not post anything YOU wouldn't want to see. Don't post 
content that is miss leading or annoying!! Post honest content and you will get 
honest followers!

The better your content is, the more followers and shares you will receive! You 
will have loyal followers who can't wait to see your next post! With social media, 
you get what you put in! I'm not trying to be rude BUT, If you put out crap, you 
will get crap followers. If you put out useful content, you will get useful 
followers, fast!

Increase Followers By Hundreds Daily, 
In These 5 Social Networks. 

Fast & Free, With A Few Simple Steps!

Facebook
Here are the 7 important steps I am going to explain in detail inside this guide:  

Step 1:  Pick Your Topic… Identify your target market… 
Step 2:  Create a Facebook Page Account… the right one… 
Step 3:  Create your cover image… not breaking the rules… 
Step 4:  Create your profile picture… avoiding confusion… 
Step 5:  Create the “About” section… engaging the visitor  
Step 6:  Posting… getting the most out of it… 
Step 7:  Getting “Likes”… quickly and safely 

Step 1: Pick your Topic… Identify your target market… 
The first thing you need to do is clarify what your brand is, and what your 
purpose is in the marketing world. The following questions will help you to 
clarify and understand what the marketing vision of your business is all about. 



What kind of people are you trying to reach? 

By now you should know what kinds of articles “foodies” are looking for. If you 
spend any time on any social networks, You see them constantly!! If not, PAY 
MORE ATTENTION!!  That will tell you what kind of people they are and what 
kind of articles will appeal to them!

What articles do they like? 
Are they over weight or under weight? 
Male or female? 
Old, young or middle-aged? 
What are they looking for? 
What is the final goal they are after based on the service you provide? Weight 
loss, weight gain, healthier lifestyle?
What feeling are they trying to reach? 
Do they need it to feel happy? 
Do they need it to survive? 

There Are Plenty Of Needs That Must Be Met For People To Live
Tranquilly. Be The One To Provide As Many Solutions As You Can!

Find out what do you actually do for them. Maybe you are already offering a 
service for that audience. Maybe you can target your content just a bit better for 
your audience. Maybe provide a great meal plan or diet for IBS (irritable bowel 
syndrome) break your market down into sections. Create your content around 
them.

What kind of articles would they be interested in seeing in their news feeds? You 
already know the needs of your viewers; you know exactly what kind of 
information will be highly helpful to them in order to help them to satisfy those 
needs. 

How do they like to reach that content? 
Is it Video, Audio, Written, or Blogging? 
This is important stuff to know. Just ask them what they would like to know. 
Do they like to read?  Do they like to watch videos? 
What kind of articles are they looking for most often!



Where are they from? Maybe you have an audience that comes from other 
cities or even countries. That will happen a lot on Facebook. You need to target 
every one and adapt your information to all of them at the same time.

Believe it or not, these questions are very important in deciding how to establish 
your recipe business over Facebook.  It is a large audience (No, It's A Ginormous
Audience) of people with real human needs who are waiting for you and your 
service to satisfy them. articles are searched every minute of every day. It's up 
to you to find the most searched and provide the most content with your articles!

This is so, so, so, much easier than you might think!! Seriously, it will take you 
a couple of hours of research on the topic to get you enough information to get 
you started with your first few articles! 

Step 2: Create a Facebook Page… the right one… 
Once you find your target market, Create a great facebook page for it. (Keep 
Keywords in mind when you are looking for a Page Name.)

The category you select here will define the “Type of Page” you will create for 
your business on Facebook. 

There are 3 important things you should know before going on to the next step 
of the creation process: 

1. The Category. You will be able to edit your Category at any time inside 
the administration panel.

2. The Page Name. You will able to change your Page Name only if the 
page has fewer than 200 likes, after which you won´t be able to change it 
again. 

3. The Facebook Pages Terms: Please carefully read the Facebook Pages 
Terms so that you don't break any rules and Facebook doesn’t shut down 
your page at any time. It’s short enough, so please read every word! Check 
this little box once you have read the terms and then click “get started.”   

Finally, you will be able to add what is called the Facebook web address. This 
will give a great search engine buzz to your Facebook page because the address 
will be treated as an original Facebook page by search engines. So keep with 
your theme, and pick something catchy.



Step 3: Create A Beautiful Cover Image!
A Beautiful cover image is important. Let it express who you are and what your 
page is about! Pick something that will stand out!

Step 4: Now for your Profile Picture!
This is totally up to you, BUT you must have one. Make sure it is an eye catching 
photo. Plenty of color to draw them in! Remember this is the picture everyone 
will see when ever you post anything on facebook. It's Ok for you to change this 
picture. Actually, I recommend that you do change this picture once in a while. 
Not every day or anything, but it's ok to change it when ever you get the urge!

Step 5: The “About Me Page” This Is A Must!
This is no different than filling out you profile page. The only difference is that 
you will fill this out as a business page, instead of a personal page. 

Fill up your about me page, with as much information as you can include! Make 
sure you include your website or blog link. Link to your other social media 
accounts etc.

Step 6: Posting, Getting The Most Out Of It!! 
Ok when you start posting, Be sure to include your keywords into your title!! 
Add a couple of hash tags at the end! Remember, DON'T OVER DO IT! 3-5 is a 
good rule to follow! Any more than that will make people pass you by! Too many 
hash tags makes you look like you are promoting to your viewers. Instead of 
offering useful information!

*** Do not insert your hash tags into your titles.(unless you have to, because 
character space is limited.) Please, Please, Please, put them at the end, after your
title. It can sometimes be difficult to read those highlighted texts in the title, and 
you want people to know what they are looking at.***

Be sure you are posting in groups and on pages where people are interested in 
articles. Don't join groups, just to join groups. Be smart about it! Search for 
groups & pages that are popular in your niche. Look for groups with the most 
members. Yes, some facebook groups can have over 100,000 members, even 
more! Use this to your advantage!



Step 7: Getting Those “Likes” Quickly & Safely
Getting more likes does not have to be hard or take long. Comment, like and 
share the posts of others! If you see a question that needs to be answered, 
answer it, FAST!! The more useful & entertaining your answers, the more 
interaction your posts will get. Create your own style and go with it!

When you post a recipe, post it in the right place, with the right key words & 
hash tags. Don't forget to be yourself, Show people what you have to offer!



Twitter

1) Create your Username. (keep your theme going)
2) Fill out your profile, including profile & cover photos.
3) Find People To Follow!

This can be very easy, and kind of fun too! Head on up to that trusty search box, 
pick any of your trusty “recipe” keywords and off you go! 

** When you are searching for people to follow, add “@” in front of your 
keyword in the search box. This will give you a great list of people who have your
keyword in their username. Great place to start following. Try different 
keywords, you will find plenty of people to follow. **

** When looking for popular topics people are talking about, Enter “#” in 
front of your keyword in the search box. This will give you great topics that are 
trending and being tagged “#” with your keywords. Also a really great way to 
find new people to follow. **

Create Great Lists

By creating lists you can easily segment people that you are following. Think of 
“lists” as YOUR groups. So you can separate people by things like; vegan, bacon 
lovers, smoothie lovers etc. Make these lists your own, and organize them the 
way you want.

Favorites, Re-tweets& Mentions (Shout Outs)

Do not be afraid to favorite a post. If you really like it re-tweet it. You can also 
mention the original poster in your post. People ALWAYS love this, as long as 
it is not offensive. (of course)



If you are posting something that you know one of your followers will really 
enjoy, add their name with  “@” in front of it, in your post! (but not at the very 
beginning of your post, that will make it a private message. You don't want that. 
You want people to see it. For the benefit of you both! ) 

Posts, Hash Tags & Photos

When posting on twitter be sure your title is short & sweet. You don't have much
to work with, so make it count! 
Do not forget to add your hash tags. I've said it before and I'll say it again. Hash 
Tags are your Very Best Friends in the recipe world. Use them in every single 
post. Just remember, no more than 5 hash tags per post! I stick with 3 most of 
the time. :)

Something that is very important in the recipe world is you must, must, must, 
include photos of your articles in order to get noticed! That is simply a FACT! So
make sure you are using eye catching & original photos! 

With these few little steps you will quickly gain followers daily. It will not take 
long for you to have a network of 500 followers, 1000 followers. It really is all up
to you, and the amount of articles you write for My Recipe Magic & how often 
you want to share. 

Very Important: NEVER pay for twitter followers and For The Love Of Peter, 
Do Not click ANY of those links people send you about thousands of twitter 
followers in one click. They will get you banned faster than you can blink. 
Twitter really doesn't like fake followers and they catch on quick! 



Twitter Tools:

I recently came across a really useful site to help you find the best twitter 
followers. This great site gives you a very large list of people to choose from 
along with a great little tab that tells you the percentage of a chance that person 
will follow you back. Actually there are a lot of great analytics on this site. :)

Some are 99% others may only be 30%. If you follow people who are interested 
in the same things, who have a percentage higher than 85% that they will follow 
you back. You will do Awesome, in gaining those targeted followers we all want!
Tweepi (link)

Totallytweetable.com

Pinterest

Pinterest is the perfect place for marketing articles because it is a very large 
website, with over 4.4 million users.  These users are also extremely faithful 
users, a recent study shows that the average pinterest user spends an average of 
fifteen minutes a day on the site. 

Did I mention it’s also growing faster than anything previously seen, acquiring 
almost its entire current total of users in less than a year. What’s more is that the
audience is of an extremely concentrated demographic. The users of pinterest 
are almost exclusively female, and are almost entirely between the ages of 25 
and 35. THE, Perfect Group for your articles. :)

http://totallytweetable.com/?vip=14061


*** Cross pollination between sites is always a good way to increase people’s 
loyalty to your brand. If your company has a Facebook, that account can be 
synced with the company’s new pinterest channel, and people from the 
Facebook page will see on your feed that you’ve started to pin things on 
pinterest. They are then highly likely to go and check it out, further reinforcing 
their connection to your business. ***
 

1) Create Your Username: (keep with your theme)

2) Complete Your Profile: 
This is so important when you join ANY social network. That extra five minutes

in the beginning, will save you time and earn you more money later!

3) Find Out What People Are Talking About:
Search popular boards that are using your keywords. Look for the ones with the

most pins and re-pins. Create your boards with similar names. 

4) Group Boards Are Great:
Search for group boards, they allow you to post on their boards! This is really

great FREE exposure for you, your articles, and your very own site! 

5) Pin Your articles From My Recipe Magic:
Head over to My Recipe Magic and “Pin” your articles to your new pinterest

account. Create new boards for your articles as you go through them. Keep your
trusty keywords in mind when you create your boards. This will help you get

noticed faster & easier. 



6) Start Pinning:
Get out there and start adding other peoples pins to your boards. Be generous
with your re-pins at first. When people start seeing you re-pinning their pins,

they will follow you and more than likely return the favor by re-pinning a few of
your pins as well. Try to keep an even balance between your own articles and

those of others. Remember, we don't want people to know they are being
promoted to. We want them to feel like you are just offering your useful

information, Not Selling It!

7) Want More Views? Get Them Easily By Doing This ....
Always, Always, Always fill out the description of your pin. 

**Even if you are re-pinning.** Include your keywords into a really great
description and don't forget your hash tags. 

By inserting keywords and hash tags into your pin's description, this will give 
you an even better chance of being found by search engine searches, along with 
Pinterest search traffic! :)  HELLER!!! Sing it with me now; Money, Money, 
Money........ Money! :) 

The reach of pinterest is pretty awesome!! The other day I received an email 
from pinterest recommending I “check out this Popular Pin” When I opened it, 
It was MY RECIPE, and that Pin ALONE had been Pinned over 2000 times. :)  
What, What!! Woot, Woot! That was a really great feeling for me!  I love sharing 
my articles as much as I love making money! :) :) :) 

As you can see Pinterest can be a powerful marketing too, and the best part is 
that marketing on Pinterest is free, and can be done discretely. The person 
going to your site could never know what they just clicked on was actually an ad, 
which is a very good thing. :)



Google+

Believe it or not Google+ has a lot of great stuff to offer you. All you have to do is
USE IT!! Here I'm going to give you a few tips, to help you get the most out of 
your Gmail/Google+ account. To get you as many followers into your network, 
as quickly as we can. Get Ready to see how great Google+ can be for promoting 
your articles! Something else that is really great, is that there is no character 
limit. So you can be a descriptive as you like.

1) Create Your Gmail Account & Create a Killer Profile:
I know it may seem I am repeating myself, but a profile that has pictures and is 
fully filled out, will get more interaction. Add links to your blog, or website info 
on your other social networks. 
ie: Twitter or Pinterest user names, or links directing your viewers right to your 
other social network profiles.

2)Creating & Organizing Your Circles:
This is very important when it comes to being organized. Your circles are “your 
groups” of people, created by you!
So you can name them, organize them how ever YOU chose. :) Just organize 
them! Ie: bacon lovers, vegans, slow cookers, etc. 

This will make things easier and more efficient when you are doing your posting 
& sharing! You can target certain groups of people, for certain types of articles! 



3)Joining Groups:
You are going to want to use your faithful keywords, in the group search box on 
Google+. It will make it easy for you to join groups that are targeted towards the 
articles or food styles you have to offer! 

Be sure to check out how many members each a group has, some may only have 
a few hundred, where others may have more than a hundred thousand group 
members! There is huge potential here to reach Literally MILLIONS of people, 
in a few mouse clicks! Work Smarter, Not Harder! 

Get in there. Start voting up other people's posts! Start commenting in these 
groups and see what every one else is posting and sharing! The more Posts you 
vote up, the more people will see you name, and your photo. When they start 
seeing you regularly they will start to trust you more and more. They will also 
click on your links more and more often. MORE VIEWS, MORE MONEY! :)

4) Adding People To Your Network, Where To Start!
*** QUICK TIP: When you join these groups, you are given the option to get

notifications from the group when others post. Click box to accept
notifications *** 

Here Is Why: This, my friends is BY FAR the Best Feature Google+ has to 
offer. Every time someone posts in a group you are a member of, you will now 
get that notification in your Gmail inbox. 

I know, I know, We get enough junk mail. 
Why would we opt in to get all of these notifications? Because NOW, every 
single notification email that you get, will be from a 100% FREE lead! 

Yes, if you go to the “Social” tab in your Gmail account, you will discover a 
WHOLE NEW WORLD! In your email search bar, enter Google+. Click on the 
first email that pops up. Take a quick look in the top right hand corner of this 
email. If they are a member of Gmail/Google+ then you will see their picture 
with an “Add To Circles” button under it. Hover over that button, and your 
circles will pop up. Add this member to whatever circle you choose, and click on 
to the next email. If they are already in your network, it will show what circle you
have placed them in.  YEAH!! 
You have just added A 100% FREE TARGETED LEAD to your Google+ 
network! Easy Peasy! 



This method can bring in at least 100 new leads into your network daily. 
Depending on how many groups you are a member of, and how much time you 
put into it every day! 

The night I discovered this great little Gem in Google+, I sat down, threw on a 
movie and started adding! That night, after the movie was over. I had entered 
over 300 brand new 100% FREE, targeted leads into my “articles” circles! 
With Very little effort. Every single one of them is interested in articles. 

Keep In Mind! These people can not and will not put themselves into your 
circles. They can add you to their circles, but that is it. As I said before, you have 
to actually work in order to get anything out of My Recipe Magic! 

Every time you post to Google+ you are given the option to email your circles at 
the same time. Yeah, More FREE views! PLUS, you can pick exactly what 
circles, or people you share your content with. What a great way to get even 
more Free Targeted Traffic. 

*** Quick Tip: When posting to Google+, Start by adding  your photo to the
post first, then add your link. Don't just leave it up to the preview picture in the

post. It is too small! When you add the photo, it is a much larger photo added
to your post. Catching much more attention. A lot of people get lazy here, and

that is a HUGE Bonus for you, if you take this small extra step. ***



Instagram

1) Rock The Socks Off  Your Profile (Stick with your theme)

2) Find People To Follow!
Pop on up to that good Ol' Search box. Enter your keyword with a “#” Hash tag. 
Pick someone you like, follow them. NOW, click on THEIR followers list. You 
can easily add 100 people a day or more to your Instagram. Just like Pinterest 
and Twitter, many of these people will follow you back quickly. Just try it! :)

3) Like Honestly, comment nicely.
If you see something you like, “Like” it. Don't just go clicking “like” for every 
picture. You just look like a crazy person, lol. ;) 
Make your comments worth posting and reading.

***IMPORTANT. If you are going to take the time to comment, don't be a one
word wonder. It grates my nerves when people post a one word comment, AND

it's not even spelled right. Just Sayin' :) ***

4) Post Often
With Instagram, posting often is ok! People can't seem to get enough of 
Instagram. So USE IT! Post as often as you can here. Every time you post a 
recipe on My Recipe Magic, add your photo to instagram. Comment on the post 
with your hash tags and link to the recipe! Watch the followers flood in! 

5) HASHTAG
Adding your keyword hash tags on Instagram is very important. They really will 
make or break your traffic & followers. Using popular food hash tags on 
Instagram will spread your content All Over the internet. Just like icing on a 
cupcake, baby! Nice and SMOOTH! If you don't believe me try it! Post a link to 
any great recipe online, with out hash tags. Check your interactions. The next 
day, post the same recipe with minimum 3 hash tags. Now check your 
interactions. Trust me it makes a BIG difference!



Conclusion

Well there you have it. Becoming a social network master doesn't have to be 
hard or expensive! It doesn't have to be mind numbing. Once you find your 
rhythm, it's actually quite fun to network. Not to mention, the more people you 
meet, the more doors YOU will open for YOU!  With My Recipe Magic, it really 
does pay off for you to build a huge, strong network foundation. 

The more work you are willing to put into your recipe network, the more money 
you will be earning month after month. Treat it like an actual job for your first 6 
months and then you can sit back and enjoy the ride! 

THIS is the work from home job everyone is looking for and just think...... YOU 
have Finally found it. Work Hard Now, Play Harder Later! 



Resource Page

Twitter Counter A Great Place To Get The Most Information About Your Twitter 
Following And Followers! Get The Best Collection Of Your Twitter Statistics.

Tweepi Find The Most Targeted Followers Around. This Site Lets You Search By Keywords,
Allowing You To Pinpoint People To Follow. In Turn You Will Have A Large Percentage Of 
The People You Follow, Will Follow You Back. 

Tailwind This Is A Great Site For Tracking Your Pinterest Pins And Followers. 

Free Advertising And Free Traffic For Life

AdFly Ok I know Adfly Has A Bad Rep But That Is Only If You Are Using It In Traffic 
Exchanges. If You Promote Your Adfly In Places Like Free Ad Sites It Can Actually Bring You 
In Loads Of Free Traffic, Sales And Site Earnings. Try It For Yourself, Along With Some Of 
The Free Ad Sites I Am About To Recommend For You Below.  

Advertise Free For Life This Is One Of My Most Favorite Advertising Sites. It Is True 
To It's Name. You Really Do Have The Ability To Earn 100% FREE ADVERTISING FOR LIFE
With This Site. Cloaking Your Urls with this site will earn you free credits but your new url 
will not be rejected and will not get you banned from anywhere. (Like some link cloakers will) 

**** Quick Tip: Earn Double Rewards Per Visitor, When You Combine Adfly 
And Advertise Free For Life. Cloak Your Url With AFFL Cloaker, The Use That 
Link On Adfly. You Will Earn Cash And Credits From 2 Different Sites With 
Each Visitor You Get.***

TYAd Network I Love So Much About This Site. Free To Join. Many Many Great Tools 
Here To Help You Put Together Your Advertising Funnels. Thank You Pages, Download Pages
And So Much More! Unbelievable Benefits With This Site! 

Herculist This Is A Great Site For Solo Ads Plus You Earn $5 Just For Joining. It's A Great 
Way To Get The Hang Of Solo Ads, Plus Build Your Own List In The Process. 

State Of The Art Mailer Another Free To Join Site With Many Ways To Promote Your 
Site To Thousands Of Viewers For Free. Plus You Earn Credits And Cash Here Too! 

http://state-of-the-art-mailer.com/splash.php?mid=29666
http://www.herculist.com/members/index.cgi?halfpintohoney
http://tyadnetwork.com/splashpage.php?id=3&r=halfpintohoney
http://www.advertisefreeforlife.com/FreeAds/9954
http://adf.ly/?id=9286
http://adf.ly/?id=9286
https://www.tailwindapp.com/
http://tweepi.com/
http://twittercounter.com/

